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CROSSOVER APPEAL? 
The coolest movie based on a 
Nintendo game would definitely 
be a Legend of Zelda movie. It 
would be perfect. You would get 
some pretty-boy actor to play the 
role of Link, and it would be 
action-packed, with a lot of 
sword-slashin', arrow-shootin’ 

thing I've hoped for since I beat 

I think that Peach deserves her 
own cooking show. The way that 
she whipped up a strawberry 
cake for Gourmet Guy in Paper 
Mario should get some credit. 

Tyler Jackson 
Searcy, AR 

I think Luigi needs his own 
movie! I would like to see a 3-D 
animated movie of Luigi's Man¬ 
sion! He is one of Nintendo’s 
leading mascots! I mean, Luigi’s 
Mansion spells success! 

Via the Internet 

The game series I think most 
deserves the TV/movie treatment 
would be Castlevania. Combining 
swashbuckling action/adventure 
with supernatural horror, it’d be 
about the adventures of one of the 

LETTER OF THE MOUTH 

think it would do a 

ells, sword fighting and such 
ol characters? 

Aaron Langley 
Ogdensburg, NY 

lintendopo 



Belmonts and maybe a few oth¬ 
ers, like Dracula’s son Alucard, as 
they battle to save the world from 
Dracula and his dynasty of evil. 

Timothy Shanahan 

ill AH SCREEN 

my GBAs screen? 
SilverNeptunei2 

You should use a soft cloth slightly 
dampened with water no matter 
which Game Boy you're trying to 
tidy up. Don’t use alcohol or any 
type of solvent on the screen. Gen¬ 
tly wipe the surface clean, and 

LETTER LETTERS 
I must disagree with Cat- 
Dragoni6’s statement in issue 
#i5o's Players Pulse. I happen 
to be male and I am not afraid 
to use female characters in 
bright-pink dresses. My 
favorite Mario Kart racer is 
Princess Peach, and I use 
Princess Daisy in Mario Ten¬ 
nis. I’ve talked to a few of my 

that if the character plays well, 

YOU'RE. A WINNER! 
Ken Soo of Houston, TX, went over the pond 
to jolly old England with staffers Jenni 
Villarreal and Jason Leung. Ken toured 
London, taking in all the famous sites and 
recording them for posterity in his photo 
album, fulfilling the requirements 
enger hunt Jen and Jason cooked up. Ken also 
visited Stonehenge, wandered around an 
ancient Roman bath, toured a castle, waited 
patiently as Jason searched for Jen in a hedge 

who cares? We agree that 
Peach is, overall, the best 
Super Mario Bros. 2 and 

her ability to float. Sometimes, 
I get teased at first for choos¬ 
ing the girl in multiplayer 
games. But when the teasers 
lose, who’s laughing then? 

Jeff Hubbard 
Via the Internet 

In the November issue, a reader 

end of Zelda graphics were 
"kiddie” and weren’t taking full 
advantage of the GCN’s capabil¬ 
ities. Sorry, dude, but I have to 
take the other side of the argu¬ 
ment. I think that if all genera¬ 
tions of a game are in the same 
style with the same kind of 
game play and puzzles over and 
over again, it gets old. I don’t 
have a lot of time to play video 

games, but it’s one of the things 
I like to do. As a result, I play 
only the most fresh and worth¬ 
while games. I find the new 
Zelda graphics to be a great spin 
on an old theme—a minimalis- 
tic style, if you will, that captures 
the whimsical spirit of the char¬ 
acter and story while still using 

techniques and sophisticated 
ideas. The bottom line? Don’t 
discard a game from a favorite 

looks a little cartoony. Genius is 
rarely appreciated in its own 
time, and frankly, I think this 
new style really should be 

game itself stinks, that’s a differ- 

A 15-year-old Gamer 
Via the Internet 

SUPER FANS 

#150.1 was skimming through 
it and realized that we have 
been subscribing to Nintendo 
Power for over 13 years! We 
have almost all of those 150 

away for reference. You proba- 

households that have been 
with you since the very begin¬ 
ning and save everything— 

someday. I wonder if my sons 
and maybe my daughter will 
continue on and pass all the 
old issues down to their 

issues! Thanks for keeping us 
entertained. 

Betty Griffiths 
Woburn, MA 

PLAYER'S PULSE | 
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I am an older player, age 59, and I 
have loved Nintendo for years. 
My favorite game is The Legend 
of Zelda. I have all the Zelda 
games, the NES, the Super NES 
and the N64.1 also like Donkey 
Kong and Mario, and have a few 
other games, too. I have seven 
children, 17 grandkids and one 
great-grandchild. My grandkids 
call me Nintendo Grandma and 

is given me many enjoyable 

Charlene Perks 

l-SPINE 
My friends ; 

theory is that it is Paper Marie 
standing sideways, but if it 

Okay, it's not, but it’s, _ 
ory anyway. The spine decoration 
is back this year, due to popular 
demand and the fact that we 
didn’t forget it this time. 

BLUE WHO? 

characters in Wave Race: Blue 
Storm, Akari Hayami and Ricky 

Snowboarding. I think you guys 
just ran out of character names. 
Just kidding. 

Joey Kolomyjec 
Via the Internet 

Lots of readers noticed the 1080° 
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MT. GARRICK, OKCE A PEACEFUL 
MOUKTAIK RETREAT. IK A STRAKGE 
TURK OF EVEKTS, THE SECRETIVE 
CHIEF O'LEARY HAS RECEKTLY 
CLOSER IT OFF TO VISITORS. 

WHA T'S GOIKG OK UP THERE? 

t Comic Mischief 
Mild Language PlayStation.E 







SHANTAE 

Capcom has brought gamers everything 
from Mickey Mouse to zombies, and now 
they're bringing belly 
dancing to Game Boy 
Color fans. Shantae is 
a belly-dancing genie 
in search of the diabol¬ 
ical lady pirate named 
Risky Boots, who has 
stolen plans to a new 
invention. Whipping 

form intoS different 
creatures, Shantae items, c 

There are Game Boy Advance secrets, as 
well, for players who plug into the latest 
Game Boy system. With 50 areas to 
explore and 75 types of enemies to defeat, 

Shantae has a lot of belly dancing to do. 
Its a fresh action game that will charm 
players even if they've never donned a veil, 

18 | NINTENDO POWER | VOLUME 





Ubi Soft enters the driving battle arena with 
Monster Jam for GBA. The game looks great and 
should hit stores early in 2002. 

King of Fighters Ex: Neo Blood 
Classic fighting comes to Game Boy Advance 
thanks to Sammy. It's an all new KOF with new 
characters and story. 

| VOLUME 152 
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POWERONr, Turn an, tune in, geek aut 

Jessie and James< 

Rogue Leaders < 

C Stick< 

Cubes < 

Steven Grimm< 

• Butch and Cassidy 

> Rogue elephants 

• C Buttons 

• Boxes 

> Drew Williams 

WHAT’S YOUR HtW YtAR’SR, 
•I resolve to start dressing up like Princess Peach on casual Fridays. -Jenni 
•I resolve to get the NP Krew its own TV show by the end of the 
year (guest appearances on "COPS" don't count). -Jason 

•I resolve to use the word "vastitude" at least once an issue. -George 
•I resolve to stop considering extreme sports video games a form of exercise. -Chris 
• I resolve to put down Golden Sun and go outside—but only at night, because 
the real sun is bright and scary. -Alan 

24 | NINTENDO I | V01UME 152 



A young bunch of lucky Nev 
Courtside2002afe||^coun 

Actor John Turturrc 
Super Smash Bros. I 

rousing game of 

1 and Big Daddy's Dylan and Cole 
e of the many Nintendo GameCube 
at the Cube Club. 

r flocked to the Cube Clubs, adding to the 
e Nintendo GameCube s launch. Gamers 
games before they were available in stores, 

Many people, from actors t 
business students, attende 
New York launch party. 



CIGAF 
SMOK 
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E HAS 
sllC 

A little fact the tobacco industry forgot to mention. So, what can you do about it? 





Spread the knowledge. 
_lnfect_ . 

\n¥f 
janetJJL 



THEY’RE LEAN, MEAN, LEAFY FIGHTIN’ MACHINES! THE PIKMIN 
HAVE FINALLY SPROUTED UP ON NINTENDO GAMECUBE, AND 
ARMIES OF THE PLUCKY DRONES ARE RARIN’ TO BATTLE GIANT 
BEASTS, BLOW STUFF UP, SNAG ITEMS ... AND PICK FLOWERS. 
THIS DEFINITELY ISN’T YOUR GARDEN-VARIETY ACTION GAME. 

Intergalactic deliveryman Captain Olimar was supposed to be blast¬ 
ing off on his vacation, but a cosmic collision with a wayward meteor 
sends his ship hurtling off course. Crash-landing on a faraway and 
unknown planet, Olimar regains consciousness only to realize that 
his relaxing holiday has turned into a race against time. 

S® [Efts© zazB S® Pz&si© 
With a limited life-support system 
that lasts for only 30 days, stranded 
Olimar must scramble to rebuild his 
rocket, the Dolphin. The only problem 
is that the Dolphin has splintered into 
30 parts, so you must help the rocke¬ 
teer pick up the pieces before his 30- 

REBUILDING THE ROCKET RACING AGAINST THE CLOCK 
You have only 30 days 
to get the Dolphin into 
shipshape condition, 
and you can work only 
in the daytime. It's not 



Pikmin seed will sprout a 
leaf, indicating that the 
Pikmin is ripe for the picking. 

iiw xm • 
Gaqptw 
^ RED ONION 



After you leave the Impact Site, fly to the Forest of Hope. The woodsy region 
contains eight of your rocket parts, but only the five parts detailed on page 33 
will be readily available. To snag the remaining three rocket parts, you'll need to 

L_._- Lj_\. 

|d; ROCKET PART 

^ YELLOW ONIO 

cm NECTAR 
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Frogger’s hopping into stores this fall in 
two new magical adventures! Experience 

full 3D Platform action on the 
PlayStation®2 computer entertainment 

system and classic Frogger gameplay on 
. Game Boy® Advance. Everybody’s 

favorite amphibian is back and 
better than ever! 

PlayStatio 

PlayStation.2 









©Stage Strategy <% 

Icicle Mountain Princess Peach's Castle Kongo Jungle 

The many and varied stages that are available the first time you play Super Smash Bros. Melee each present 1 
their own challenges and special situations. Before you challenge your pals to a big bout, you should prac- 
tice a bit in each stage to learn the lay of the land and figure out strategies you can use in the stages. 



RUNNING MOVES 

COMBO MOVES 





©Unlock New Arenas 

VS. MELEE BIRDO TROPHY 

Fourside 

Mushroom Kingdom il 

Poke Floats 





worn HAffAMl WAVE RACE CHALLENGE 
Welcome to the first Wave Race Challenge. The Jam 

ary challenge is hosted by Ryota Hayami and takes place 
night on the chilly Arctic Bay/Normal Circuit. The chal- 

' lenge is a Time Trial race, so winning with the fastest time possible is your goal. To take the 
challenge, enter the password printed in the box below in the games password menu. You can 

r choose your own favorite character. (You won’t hurt Ryota’s feelings if you choose someone else.) 
ng the race, the game will provide you a 24-digit password. To enter the contest, you 

1st send your entry on a postcard to the given address, including the 24-digit password, your 
le, address and other information, or enter online at waverace-bluestorm.com/npenter.html*. 

The deadline is listed above and is also on your Wave Race: Blue Storm Challenge 2002 Calendar. Hit the waves and start practicing today! 
*Only persons older than 13 years of age ca. 

Win a new 32" TV and a trip to Nintendo and Nintendo Software Technology Corp. i 

TIPS: 

Durse you're about to challenge, so we turned 
some quick tips. “As you approach the fourth 
luge chunk of ice will sheer off the glacier and 
big waves. Stay to the left of that buoy, then 

sharply to the right to stay in front of the 
. Always look for buoys that you can skip 
ave time. The final buoy on the Arctic 

a good choice 

«USING THE PASSWORD \ To access the Password menu, go to Options from the it 
and press X, Z and Start at the same time. Select the Pass\ 
when it appears and use the Control Stick to select the numbers and letters in the password exactly as it is printed in the box on this page 
you enter the password correcdy, a message will appear telling you what sort of challenge you’ve opened. Select OK to go directly to the rat 

Once you’ve completed the challenge, you’ll enter your initials and receive a code consisting 
of 24 characters. Write them down. (Also, write down your time. You can take the challenge 
as often as you like, but you’ll want to be sure to send in your top time.) The code must be 
included on your Wave Race Challenge entry. Make sure the letters and numbers are written 
clearly and in the correct order. Illegible or improper codes will invalidate your entry. REDMOND, WA 98073-3481 



WAVE RACE ARCTIC m SWEEPSTAKES 
The Ryota Hayami Wave Race Challenge is where 

iction is this month, but there's another way to win 
Wave Race and Nintendo Power. This month, and every month 

through May, you can enter a sweepstakes for hundreds of prizes, and you don’t have to swim 
with the fishes or set a record with your skillful racing to win. Of course, if you've taken the 

Ryota Hayami Wave Race Challenge, there’s no reason not to enter the sweepstakes as well. All 
>u have to do to enter this month’s Wave Race Arctic Bay Sweepstakes is fill out a postcard and 

the address listed below. 
ist one sweepstakes entry from each contestant will be valid so you can win only once 

each month. It’s so easy even a porpoise could win, except porpoises aren’t allowed to enter, of course. What would a porpoise do 
with a cool CD or T-shirt anyway? Probably ruin it. And penguins can't enter, either. In feet, only human beings are eligible, 

so you can forget about sending in an entry for your pet dog, wallaby or tapir. Just remember, you can't win if you don’t 
send it in. (And you can’t win at all if you have hooves, fins, wings or paws!) Enter today! 

Ml 

►► 

►► 

PRINT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON A POSTCARD: 

One of 200 Wave Race; 
Blue Storm T-shirts! 

ARCTIC BAY SWEEPSTAKES 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 

SEND YOU CARD TO: 
WAVE RACE 

ARCTIC BAY SWEEPSTAKES 
P.0. BOX 3580 

REDMOND. WA 98073-3580 

ENTER TO WIN: 

One of 100 Wave Race 
CDs featuring the great 
sound track from Wave 
Race: Blue Storm! 





CODES ▼ SMASH-MOUTH SETUP CODES 
PLAY A GRITTY GAME ON THE GRIDIRON WITH A PILE OF TRASH-TALKING, 
KNEE-SCRAPING, NO-HOLDS-BARRED BLITZ 2001 CODES. THE CODES ALSO 
WORK FOR THE ORIGINAL NFL BLITZ FOR THE N64 AND NFL BLITZ 2000. 
Sure, it's fun to play NFL Blitz with players that have enormous 
heads or without stadium lights, but that’s not football. That’s 
silly. At Cl, we like our football games mean, nasty and tooth¬ 
less—more action, more pain. After you select your team(s) and 
while you wait for the game to begin, you will have about eight 
seconds to input as many of the following codes as you can to set 
up the game the way you like it. To input the codes, press the Z, 
B and A Buttons the specified number of times, then press the 

after you enter each code correctly. 

ONE- OR TWO-PLAYER CODES 
The following codes work in one- or two-player games, adding a 
smash-mouth dimension to the proceedings. Normally, the 
game allows you to run along the outside line without going out- 
of-bounds. The Allow Stepping OB code forces you and your 
opponent to stay near the middle of the field, where the action 
is. The Power-Up codes turn up the heat on everybody. The other 
codes speak for themselves. 

Z B A CONTROL STICK RESULT_ 
2 1 1_LEFT_ALLOW STEPPING OB 
3 1 2_UP_POWER UP OFFENSE 
4 2 1_UP_POWER UP DEFENSE 
2 3 3_UP_POWER UP TEAMMATES 
3 1 2_LEFT_POWER UP BLOCKERS 
0 4 5_UP_SUPER BLITZING 
3 0 0_UP_GRASS FIELD 
0 3 0 DOWN SNOW FIELD 
0 10 UP LATE HITS 

TWO-PLAYER CODES 
When you're playing a two-player game, the last thing you want 
is an artificially balanced game. If you’re down 21 points, you 
don't want the game to help you out of your slump by forcing 
fumbles on your opponent. The following codes erase CPU help. 
Tournament Mode guarantees no CPU assistance, no power-ups 
and no cheats. The No CPU Assistance code allows you to go 
without computer help but still lets you input additional codes. 
Both players must enter the second code for it to take effect. 

Z B A CONTROL STICK RESULT 
1 1 1_DOWN_TOURNAMENT MODE 
0 1 2 DOWN NO CPU ASSISTANCE 

ONE-PLAYER CODE 
If you want to make the computer-controlled players play smart 
and aggressive football, input the following code. 

Z B A CONTROL STICK RESULT 

▼ HANDHELD HITZ 
THE LATEST HANDHELD BLITZ OFFERS A HANDFUL OF COOL CODES. 
Just because NFL Blitz went portable doesn’t mean that it 
dropped the ball on supersecret codes. The first NFL Blitz game 
for Game Boy Advance features five wacky codes that will add 
some pizzazz to your Blitz-playing experience. After you select 
the matchup, you’ll have some time to enter the following codes. 
Press the L, B and A Buttons the specified number of times, then 
press the R Button. You'll hear a sound effect if you enter the 

L B A R RESULT_ 
3 2 11 NO RANDOM FUMBLES_ 
4 3 2 1 INFINITE TURBO_ 
13 2 1 OGRE FIELD 
3 13 1 SHADOW PLAYERS_ 
2 2 5 1 SNOW FIELD 

▼ ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FUMBLES? CODES 
A FEW SLIPPERY CODES ADD TO THE LOOSE-BALL EXCITEMENT. 
Nothing gets your adrenaline pumping more in football than a 
fumble. You can crank up the loose balls in last year’s QB Club 
game with two different codes and ensure slipups and injuries 
with two others. Select the Enter Cheat option, enter one of the 
following cheat codes and start playing. You can use only one 
cheat code at a time. Most code names are self-explanatory. The 
Rugby entry makes players drop the ball on contact with a 
defender. That makes for one exciting game. 

CODE_RESULT_ 
RGBY_RUGBY ACTION_ 
BTTRFNGRS MORE FUMBLES 
SLPNSLD_SLIPPERY FIELD_ 
HSPTL MORE INJURIES 

▼ FOOTBALL THROUGH THE AGES CODES 
GO BACK TO THE ‘80S AND BEYOND WITH THREE CLASSIC CODES. 
With the advent of Madden Cards, the new Madden football 
games no longer include cheat codes. Since we’re looking back at 
football codes this issue, we wanted to bring back the Madden 
2000 tips that let you live in the past. You’ll find the Secret Codes 
entry in System Options. When you enter the codes, options will 
appear. Two of the codes make old-style fantasy teams available. 
Another code brings back an All-Madden team from the ‘80s. 

CODE_RESULT_ 
Y0MUMMY MUMMY TEAM 
WESALUTEYOU PRAETORIANS (GLADIATOR) TEAM 

SMART CPU OPPONENTS '80S TEAM 



▼ SEED MONEY HOT TIP 
CULTIVATE A PLANT THROUGH THREE STAGES OF GROWTH TO EARN A PRIZE. 
The green object embedded in the boneyard garden dirt is a 
seed. If you help the seed grow into a plant, you can reap a 
huge reward—one of the largest monetary rewards in the 
game. When you visit the boneyard for the first time, suck in a 
Water Elemental from the faucet and spray the seed until it 
sprouts. When you return to the boneyard after you capture 
Bogmire, the Area Two boss, you'll find that the plant has 
grown. Water it again to make it flower. If you visit the bone¬ 
yard after you capture 15 Boos in your battle with Boolossus, 
you'll discover that the flower has closed. Give the plant a third 

▼ FIFTEEN GHOSTS GHOST LOCATIONS 
CAPTURE 15 SKITTISH BLUE GHOSTS TO COLLECT CASH AND DIAMONDS. 

them, but there are 15 very fast blue ghosts who will take off as 
soon as you uncover them. While you may not be sad to see 
another gaggle of ghosts disappear, you will miss the cash and 
treasures that they carry. Every speedy blue ghost hides in a 
specific place in the manison. If you want to uncover a blue 
ghost, you must check or vacuum its hiding place while the 
room is still dark. As soon as the ghost appears, it will fly 
around the room with more speed than any other ghost in the 
mansion and disappear a fraction of a second after you freeze 
it with your flashlight. If you manage to capture the ghost, it 
will produce a cloud of cash as soon as it goes into the vacuum. 
The screen shots below show every speedy spirit that we have 
uncovered in the mansion. The spirits in the nursery, conser¬ 
vatory and hidden room appear only after lightning hits the 
house and the lights go out. The breaker room ghost appears 
only before the lights go out. 

▼ GOTTA CATCH THE BOOS STRATEGIES 
WITH A LITTLE PERSISTENCE, YOU CAN GRAB ALL 50 BOOS AND A BIG PRIZE. 
After you free King Boo and his band of 50, you’ll find Boos in 
almost every lit room in the mansion. Professor E. Gadd 
explains that you can root out the Boos with the Game Boy 
Horrors Boo Radar, but he doesn't talk about the fact that 
Boos are very different from the other ghosts. For starters, 
Boos don’t feel the pull of the Poltergust 3000 as strongly as 
other ghosts do. They can freely fly about the room, even when 
you are sapping their strength. The most effective way to cap¬ 
ture a Boo is to get as close to the ghost as you can get. Chase 
the Boo when it starts to get away, but don’t use the C Stick to 
rotate Luigi. If Luigi is close enough to the Boo, he'll rotate 
automatically and keep the Boo in his sights. Another factor 
that separates Boos from other ghosts is their ability to move 

BILLIARDS ROOM NANA S ROOM THE TWINS’ ROOM 

BREAKER ROOM CELLAR SEALED ROOM 
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WAVE RACE: BLUE STORM GCN J 



T SPIDEY, MINDY AND MORE CODES 
UNLOCK TWO SECRET SKATERS AND UNCOVER THE CHEAT MENU. 
Like its skill- and spill-packed predecessors, Tony Hawk’s Pro 
Skater 2 for Game Boy Advance is loaded with cheats. You ma 
know some of the cheats already, but you probably haven’t hear 
the story behind them. According to Karthik Bala, CEO of Vicai 
ious Visions, unlockable skater Mindy is "the goddess of burritos 
and tofu fries and the patron saint of Team Baisoku.” W ' 
Mindy and Spider-Man are the games only unlock; 
characters, we’ve learned that you can find a reference to on 
Spider-Man’s archvillains on the Boston rooftops in the ga 
last level. The Cheats menu is loaded with odd options. When you 
activate Stud Mode, all of your skaters will perform as if their stats 
have maxed out. Sim Mode gives the game more realistic physics. 

ur Special bar full at all times. 
;iy of the cheats shown below using the buttons 

enu or when game play is paused. 

RESULT 

and Control Pad at 

CODE 
HOLD RAND PRESS A, 
LEFT, LEFT. UP. RIGHT, B, A. 

UNLOCK MINDY 

HOLD R AND PRESS UP, UP, UNLOCK SPIDER-MAN 
DOWN, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, 
LEFT, RIGHT. B, A, START 

▼ MOVIES AND MOVES CODES 
TWO THPS3 CODES UNLOCK MOVIES AND AN OPTION-FILLED CHEATS MENU. 
You can always count on a Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater game to give 
you hidden features. The first THPS game for Nintendo Game- 
Cube has a total of eight codes that unlock special options. 
We’ve managed to get our hands on two of them. From the main 
menu, go to the Options selection, then choose Cheats and 
enter the codes. The POPCORN code unlocks 23 short movies, 
available under the Movies selection on the Options menu. The 
movies include action from all of the pros in the game and 
behind-the-scenes footage of the game’s developers. Enter 
MARKEDCARDS as your code to make the in-game Cheats 
menu available. Start skating, then press the Start Button to 
pause the action. The Cheats menu will appear as an option. It 
includes 11 different cheats, some of which will give you incredi¬ 
ble pro skating skills. The Always Special option keeps your Spe¬ 
cial Meter full, so you can practice special moves. The Super Stats 
selection gives your skater maxed-out stats, and the Perfect Rail 
selection takes the balancing act out of grinds and lip tricks. 

CODE_RESULT 
POPCORN UNLOCK ALL MOVIES 

MARKEDCARDS UNLOCK IN-GAME CHEATS 

You don’t need webbing when Officer Dick doesn't show up, but 
you've got a tricked-out board. Mindy does report for duty. JV31- ALL LEVELS OPEN 
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Drive the lane, slash through the low-post double team and throw down the two-handed tom¬ 
ahawk jam, with Nintendo's NBA Courtside 2002 for the Nintendo GameCube. Sporting all 29 
NBA teams, complete and current rosters, perfectly rendered arenas and players so real 
they'd fool Marv Albert, NBA Courtside 2002 is without a doubt the best-looking and most 
enjoyable eager available on any system. Join the Nintendo Power backboard breakers ay^ 
we take a sneak peek at one of the hottest sports titles of thejiew year. 



LOOKS GOOD TO US 
The players look so realistic, you’ll swear you’re sitting court- picture-perfect detail—right down to the last seat in the nose- 
side with Spike Lee at Madison Square Garden. From megas- bleed section. The sounds of the game are also spot-on. Sneak- 

TWO GAMES IN ONE 



MAD SKILLS 
Skills Mode allows you to put your talents to the test. I 

most treys in 60 seconds. And if you need to work on y. 

n the 3-Point Contesi 
:rs as they see who ca 
our hoops hops, head 

m —4 
l to Practice ■ a-c—£22 , \, # 
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of time will be added to your timer. The object of the game is to get your passenger to his or her destination quickly 
so you can keep leftover seconds. You must collect money in Road Rage mode to unlock new levels and characters. 

Weee .. .Ooww, I Bit My Tongue Pursued by a Plutocrat 

As soon as you pick up a passenger, a picture of his or her desired ___r____ 
destination will appear on the left side of the screen. A pointing their luxury convertible. The bigger threat, however. 

All of the features and passengers you 
would find in Road Rage Mode are avail¬ 
able in Sunday Drive. You can try out new 

out worrying about the ticking tinier. 

Cabbie Competition 
Two players will compete against each 

I other to reach the passenger first. Once 
* you pick up the passenger, you must pro¬ 

tect your fare by avoiding your opponent. 
You can steal the passenger by bumping 
into your opponent's car. 
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DOWNTOWN 

see in the daylight—which 
may explain why so few peo- 

Itchy and Scratchy feai 
It's good, but a little rep 

Make a soft left turn—or a very 
hard right turn, depending on the 

The other, less obvious route to 
the train tracks is closer to the 
starting point. Look for the old 
guy in the grass. 

SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAINS 



PlayStation.^ game boy advance 



Realistic action, team strategy and 
precise control add up to an exciting 

race for the World Cup in FIFA 
Soccer 2002 from EA Sports 

for Nintendo Game Cube. 

Soccer Sensation 
With 16 professional leagues and 75 national teams, a 
pitch-perfect passing system and insightful commentary, FIFA 
Soccer 2002 delivers a spot-on shot on goal. Whether you’re 
slogging through a downpour in a friendly match or making a 
drive for the top prize, you’ll score big with FIFA Soccer 2002. 

On the Make 
the Creation Ceni 



TAKE ON THE WOMB 
From the Aalborg team of the Danish Superligaen league to the West Ham United squad of the English Pre¬ 
miership, FIFA Soccer 2002 features hundreds of the worlds best soccer clubs. You can bring any team of your 
choice into a one-shot match or take on the rest of the world in seasons, tournaments and the World < 

-a rematch of the last 
~ ‘ ' e-off betwee 

1 between tw. 

Lead the San Jose 
Earthquakes to anot. ... 
Major League Soccer champi¬ 
onship or finally bring the Italian 
League trophy back to AC Milan 
in Season Mode. You'll lead your 
team through a full season schec 
finish it up at the championship. 

International Tournaments 

PLAY IT YOUR WAY 
Loaded with options, FIFA Soccer 2002 lets you set up the action the way that you want it. Select game length, 
stadium features, AI behavior and team strategies, then hit the pitch and play. If you want to take a break from 
the action, you can pick up some pointers from the training video or watch bloopers from the FIFA Outtakes reel. 

NINTENDO GAMECUBE | !2002 | 





Spin Control 
The new ultraprecise take on passing in FIFA Soccer 2002 gives you control over the spin of the ball, allowing you to curl 
your passes to the left or right. As you hold down the appropriate pass button, press the L or R Button. When you release 
the pass, the ball will take on a curved trajectory-a good way to surprise players on the opposing team. 

'•"-C 

The Old One-Two 

the one-two pass, you will quickly hit a nearby receiver, run past your defender, then receive a pass 
r when you are free and clear. Start it with a flick of the C Stick. 

SOCCER STRATEGY 
The more you know about the controls and options in FIFA 2002, the better equipped you will be when 
taking on tough opponents. Among the most important skills to develop are precise passing and defensive 
maneuvering. Start with friendly matches to hone your skills, then begin your quest for the World Cup. 

Manage Your Men 

The Y Button allows you to sprint. Press and hold the button to break 
k into a run. Tap it repeatedly for even faster bursts of speed. Sprinting 
k does accelerate fatigue, so Use the feature sparingly. 

Lead Your Receiver 

When your making a break for the goal, it's important to aim your 
passes so that the receiver won't have to break his stride when he 
comes into contact with the ball. Aim ahead of your target. 

Situational Shift 

in the middle of a match. If you are 
ahead, you can protect your lead by 
taking on a defense-heavy formation. 
If you are behind, you can step up 
your level of aggression with a more 
forward-thinking formation. 

NINTENDO GAMECUBE | 



After the opposing team has thrown the ball in, wait for it 
to get close to the target and press the A Button to gain 
control over the closest defender. Move in and intercept. 

Shoot to Score 

IT'S A KICK! 

Out-of-Bounds Interception 

an ejection. Most fouls wa 
ningPARedCai 

Strong Tackle 

BOOKED AND BOOTED 

Avoid Offsides 

Quick Kicking 





Rub elbows with box-office biggies 
including E.T., Jaws and Jurassic 
dinos as l(emco gives movie buffs 

the star treatment with a silver- 
screen theme-park extravaganza. 

Seeing Stars 
Lights! Camera! And, most of all, action—it 
sal Studios Theme Parks Adventure. A thur 
beginning players, Kemcos tour isn’t just a 
Hollywood hodgepodge of movie-based r 

Park and Ride 
Points are your tickets into the various attractio 
Score points by collecting letter tiles, throwing av 

characters and helping a tourist find her cell phone. 

Collecting Tiles and Trash 

s the star attraction of Univer- 
ibs-up game for film fans and 
walk in the theme park—its a 
ninigames inspired by block- 
’ to the Future and Jurassic Park. 

Adventure Caps 
The popular attractions have long lines, b 
instant admission to a ride if you're wearin 
hat. Cash in your points to buy a cap from W 

The object of the game is to win a stamp for every event on 
your card. You can win a stamp for each attraction you com¬ 
plete, and you can earn a seventh stamp when you collect 
all the Letter Tiles to spell "Universal Studios." You'll win 
100 points per letter, and you can rake in additional points by 
picking up litter and dropping it in a trash can. 







ry does in fact repeat itself, and you can relive the fun of Back to the Future Part II by hopping into a 
_ me-traveling DeLorean. Big bully Biff has stolen a flying car just like yours, and it’s your job to 

chase him down and make sure that he doesn’t escape through time. 
City Chase 

nff& The chase begins in the future, and Biff will have the jump on you. Hit 
Z/Vt£r A to accelerate and ram Biff whenever you catch up to him. Defeat 
the big lug by depleting his meter, which appears in the top-left corner. 

Some targets, such as cans, are always out in the open. Most targe 
though, pop up and disappear after a few seconds. Go for the fleetin 
gets first. Blast red buil's-eyes, cowboy silhouettes and balloons fo 



WATERWORLD 
In real life, one of the splashiest productions at Universal Studios is its WaterWorld 
stunt show. In the game version of the theme park, you can view the spectacle’s di- 

JL Ba m Winnie Woodpecker hangs out down the road from the E.T. Adventure. If you talk to her, she’ll let you play 
her movie trivia quiz. To win her quiz, you must answer to questions correctly, and you can miss no more 

a* m ^ than two questions. If you complete the test, you’ll unlock two additional minigames: Concentration and 
^ Puzzle. All three games are available as two-player competitions in Attraction Mode. 

Trivia Quiz Concentration 



Ubi Soft 

Nintendo.com 
iy far, Rayman Advance is one 
\ost drop-dead gorgeous game 
ver seen on a portable system. 

Gamespot 

visually stunning Game Boy Advance 

• Rolling Stone 
"Ravman Advance is a perfect adaptic 
of the PlayStation action-puzzle classic 
with all sixtv-eight levels intact - defii 
the best looking GBA game to date." 



The Colosseum is the place where Pokemon Trainers gather 
to show off their Pokemon teams. It’s also a place to learn 
more about training and battling Pokemon teams. 

Two of Donalds team members use Attract. One is male, the other female. 
Donald points out that some might think it a litde unusual to place Attract on 
a male Kingdra, but Donald has noticed lots of annoying Blissey and Miltank 
on teams he’s encountered, and those always-female Pokemon will respond to 
Kingdra's Attract. Donald combines the Attract on his female Jolteon with 
Thunder Wave. If Attract doesn’t stop Jolteons male enemies from attacking, 
Thunder Wave might paralyze them. When the opponents aren’t attacking, 
Donald uses Substitute, then lets Leftovers replenish Jolteons HP. 

Donald's Granbull holds a Burnt 
Berry, which, Donald acknowl¬ 
edges, seems a little strange. 
However, Donald's battling 
experience tells him that for 
whatever reason, his Granbull 
is often frozen solid, so he 
uses the Burnt Berry to pre¬ 
pare for that eventuality. 

pokemon.com 



FEATURING THE EXCLUSIVE 
QB CHALLENGE MODE! 

SPORTS 
WHERE THE STARS PLAY 



Like a healer's touch after a fierce battle, Epic Center has returned to ease the struggles of RPG and 
strategy gamers everywhere. Epic Center first appeared in Volume 70 of NP and ran sporadically for 
the next few years. But a renewed interest in RPG and strategy titles—and two new Nintendo 
systems on which to play them—convinced us that it was time to bring back a column dedicated to 
gamers who love the genres. Each month we'll bring you the latest news on hot titles from around the 
world, as well as previews, overviews and tactics for everything from Golden Sun to Advance Wars. 
We've also added an e-mail address so we can print Epic Center-related questions and comments. So 
take up your armor, ready your weapon and prepare to enter a new era of gaming coverage. 

We Need a Vacation 
Magical Vacation is the latest GBA RPG to hit Japan. The game 
focuses on a group of students who attend a school for magic 
users. Unfortunately, the students have been kidnapped and 
transported to a strange new land—which means that you must 

try to find a way home. Magical Vacation is being touted as a 
"Communication RPG,” where speaking and reasoning with 
other characters is vital to the success of your mission. The 

spells and party members using the Amigo system, the different 

The word from Infogrames is that the new Dragon Ball Z GBA 
title, The Legacy of Goku, will be an action-RPG. The game is cur¬ 
rently slated for a March release in North America. Look for our 
special Legacy of Goku Epic Preview in the next month or two. 

The Gate Has Opened 
Destination Software has announced plans to bring a number 
of games to the GBA within the next year. Foremost among 
them is a port of the classic PC title Baldurs Gate II: Dark 
Alliance, which is expected to arrive in North America some¬ 
time in the third quarter of 2002. We’ll have more info as soon 
as it becomes available. 
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Following in the footsteps of Warlocked and Starcraft 64, 
Kemco's Mech Platoon is the first real-time strategy game for 
the GBA. The premise is simple: Choose from three armies—Leon, Minos or Trampler, 
each with a different set of strengths, weaknesses and objectives—and fight to rule 
the universe. You must build mechs, harvest resources, construct facilities, 
salvage scrap and use careful planning and cunning to defeat your enemies. We've 
designed a basic guide to strategy, units and facilities on the following pages. 

COnTROL YOUR FORCES 
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Dragons! Magic! Lots of fishing! Capcom's Breath of Fire has it 
all. An epic RPG from the days of the Super NES, the game went 
on to spawn a number of sequels and helped establish the genre as 
a force to be reckoned with. But players who overlooked the original 
can now enjoy a portable Breath of Fire on the GBA. Join us as we take you 
through the initial stages of Ryu's quest to destroy the Dark Dragons. 

! | VOLUME 152 



THE Town OF WinLAn 
Head to the town of Winlan after clearing Nanai Dungeon. The 
king of Winlan has been poisoned by Zog, and the prognosis isn’t 

antechamber and given a cozy bed. While Ryu slumbers, you’ll 
control the king’s daughter, Nina. Give her the IronRP that Ryu 
purchased in Nanai (weapons and items automatically transfer 
from one character to the other) and head west to Aura Cave. 

AURA CAVE 
Inside Aura Cave you’ll meet a pair of guards who insist on join¬ 
ing the party. Let them come along, then work your way to the 
exit. Make sure that you get the I.Ore before you exit the cave. 

Don't bother purchasing armor or weapons for the guards-they won't be 
around for long. The most dangerous enemies in Aura Cave are floating purple 
heads called Glooms. Take them out first, then eliminate any other foes. 

on THE ROAD AGAin 
After exiting Aura Cave, walk west to the town of Romero. Stock 

There you will find a Remedy that can cure the ailing king. 

KAROIA TOWER 
Karma Tower is crawling with monsters—you'll have to fight lit¬ 
erally every three or four steps. Return to the fountains as neces¬ 
sary to revive your party. Once you reach the top of the castle, step 
on the discolored tile—it will extend a bridge that leads to the 
other half of the tower. 



SAWII1G LOGS 
Use the tunnel under Winlan Castle and cross the bridge, then 
walk east until you find the town of Tantar. Go to the purple 
house and give the blacksmith inside your I.Ore—which he will 
turn into a saw—then use the saw to enter the forest north of 
town. Fight your way through the forest in a northeast direction 
until you reach the Dark Dragon Fort. The fort is littered with 
traps that will drop you to the basement and force you to retrace 
your steps. Bring along a Mrbl3 or two if you don’t want to brawl. 

in GEnERAL 

lage chief. Have your new teammate. 
Bo, cast his Flame spell while Nina and 
" fu attack with physicr'- 

Em AIL US 
If you have questions or comments about anything RPG- 

egy-related, this is your forum. Were especially 

;e to see from Epic Center in the future. 

epic@nintendo.com 
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LucasArts Entertainment Company Presents 

Master the Jumping Saber 
Spike—you'll take far less dam¬ 
age than with standard close 
combat. As your foe closes in, 
leap up and quickly press the B 
Button for the higher-damage 

Save your Force attacks for 

it sparingly. 





SWAMPS OF NABQO 
r The battle droids stay on your trail even when 

palace via the murky swamps, the relentles 
the far end of the sw 

u crash the planetary surface of Naboo. As you struggle to reach the 
nes attack in even higher numbers. And with a feisty tribal Gungan at 
ise to perfect your Jumping Saber Strike. 



you've seen on other land¬ 
scapes. You haven't had to push 
your skill with the Double Force 
Jump, but you’ll need well- 
timed leaps to cross Tatooine's 
most hungry gaps. 

The mercenaries deliver a stro 
boot and a powerful burst of 
firepower, both of which can 
blow you over the skybridge 
ledges. Stay above it all with 
Double Force Jumps, then deli 

Using the second burst of your 
Double Force Jumps will allow 
you to fall great distances to 
rooftops below. Land in the 
center of the roof, as merce¬ 
naries will try to shoot you off 
balance as you touch down. 

You'll reach a tiny rooftop occu¬ 
pied by two mercenaries and 
one flying laser droid. Destroy 
the two mercenaries first—you 
may have time before the laser 

one-on-one with the flyer. 

susm 
Upon reaching the ruins, you'll 
need to use ledges to reach the 
high rooftops. It's a difficult 
move, so stand as far out on 
the ledge lip as you can, then a up to the rooftop with a 

3 Force Jump. 

After diplomacy on Coruscant fails to incite the Galactic Republi 
for the fight against Trade Federation forces. The Gungans are h 

>n, you return to Naboo to recruit the Gunga 
: their sacred location, and during your sear< 



On the way to your final encounter Seen the movie? Then you'll know 
with Darth Maul, you'll need to navi- how to defeat Darth Maul during the 
gate lots of difficult chasms. Fortun- finale, which rages conveniently 

SaS" SSaSS SSs= ssSsS 

tops m 
I Use the Force for air brakes On the parapets, droids will You'll reach the end of one When rooms crawl with too 
I once more as you Double- fire upon you from all direc- stretch of parapet—an many droids, run to a cor- 

atas. xsssss? mss«“ 
| below, so land in the center of destroyer droids from a dis- another parapet pathway. Jumping Saber Spikes, or a 

You'll have to battle a few 
destroyer droids on the way 

SSSjB,X„ 
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or call 1-800-771-37721 



She?s been cracking cases for 

over seven decades, and some¬ 

how she’s managed to age very 

little over that long span. Now 

the young supersleuth is mak¬ 

ing her GBA debut in 

Dreamcatcher Interactive’s 

recreation of Message in a 

Haunted Mansion. 

Message in a 

Haunted 
Mansion. 

a Unwanted House Guest 



(Q)apping Out a Plan 

When the cursor changes to a magnifying glass, you’ve spotted contain a piece of information that you will need later in the 
an item that you must examine closely. An object will often game. Take special note of each uncovered Chinese symbol. 

Tapestry’s Tale Dragon’s Daughters Abby the Mentalist Good Morning, Rose 



The summoning of the ghost of Valdez capped off a strange first its? Why were Charlie and Louis so reluctant to talk? Why does 
day at the mansion. How is Abby capable of speaking with spir- Rose want you in the attic? It’s time for more investigating... 

An Important Clue in the Seance Table Swanee River Jackpot 

ty to inspect the area thoroughly. Open the seance table and notice music sheet for Swanee River. in the register on the bar, but 
the speakers and projector. Be sure to grab the cassette. Hmm... another symbol, perhaps? there is a skeleton key. 

Another Key Venturing into the Attic Crowbar Heavy Iron 





(l)he Secret of El Diablo 







thesimpsonsroadrage.c 













CAPCOM 



Back Issue/Player’s Guide Order Form Don’t Miss Out! 
Back issues of Nintendo Power and Nintendo Power Advance and Official 
Nintendo Player’s Guides have all the gaming information and strategies 

Nintendo Power Magazine 
P.O. Box 97032 
Redmond, WA 98073-9732 



Nintendo Power 
P.O. BOX 97062 

Redmond, WA 98073-9762 
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wormm 
Komrmrtf 

Win a trip to see the largest collection 
of historic aircraft and spacecraft 

Blast off for Washington, D.C., to visit 
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air 

and Space Museum-it's home to far-out 
spaceships, meteorites, astronaut gear and 

everything else Captain Olimar is looking for. 



snnummrn YOUR VOTE 
COUNTS 

jr ft mm ppm 

Visit The National Air and Space Museum in 

Washington, D.C., where you can see real-life 
rockets and space artifacts. You’ll also win a 

Nintendo GameCube 
and Pikmin game! 

If you can’t see rocket ships in person, 
you can at least collect them in the 
comfort of your own home with a Pikmin 
Game Disc for Nintendo GameCube! 

*?mppppm 
Stand out in the crowd with an out- 
of-this-world NP T-shirt. It's the next 
best thing to growing a flower on 
your head! 











Study the goals at the beginning Try out your be___ ____ 3_ 
of each level, then complete the the Superpipe levels. Try to touch has strengths ancl weaknesses. 

to earn sponsors. ' you perform stunts. earning sponsors. 

WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION: 
ROAD TO WRESTLEMANIA L."'J 

Grab your folding chair—your favorite fully licensed pro' 
ing on Game Boy Advance. Select “Stone Cold” Steve j 
other grapplers, then mix it up during the famous World 

will soon be flexing and fight- 
lie Rock or one of two-dozen 
ig Federation events. 

Tap the B Button to administer a 
___0 barrage of kicks. It probably 
choices range from the standard won't knock your opponent 
Single Match to a Cage Match. down, but it will weaken him. 

Press A to grab an opponent. Press B while you are near the 
While grappling, press Up+Down corners of the ring to climb and 
and Left+Right on the Control leap from the turnbuckles. 



At home» a fight 
k gets you grounded. 
A Here, it gets 
r\ you points. 

[Ofl 
'?/ a 

i,;:.] 1 fl; 



Relax, I'll 
handle this. 
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CONSTRUCTION ZONE 
More and more games are giving players the freedom to design personalized 
characters, courses, puzzles and playing fields, and Arenas Constructioi 
Zone is the site where you’ll find out how to shake the foundations of your games' 
edit inodes so you can squeeze out some cus- pQKSMQN PUZZLE LEAGUE 
tomized coolness. This months featured edit 
mode is the Custom Puzzle portion of Pokemon 
Puzzle League for the N64. Build the puzzles 
pictured below, then see if you can solve them in 
the given number of moves. The answers will 
appear in next months edition of Arena. 

-- Puzzle University, the.. 
choose the Custom Puzzle option. On 
the Custom menu, select Edit, then 
choose Create to program the puzzles 
into your Game Pak. 

ENTER THE ARENA 
Mail us your Twisted Challenges or send us a photo of your high score I 
for this months Arena Challenge. E-mail your digital photo or send 
your picture via snail mail (please write your score on the outside 
of the envelope). Include your full name and mailing address in your e-mail 
or on the back of your photo. We’ll print the names and scores of the top five 
qualifiers in a future issue. In the event of a tie, we'll randomly draw winners 
from all top qualifiers. If we print your score or Twisted Challenge, you’ll 



POWER GUIDE TO THE LATEST RELEASES JANUARY 20021 

Ay carumba! It’s the crazier taxi! 
Dont have a cow, man, but The Simpsons: Road 
Rage is actually better and crazier than Crazy Taxi. 
While most games that borrow an innovative for¬ 
mula pale in comparison to the original (such as the 
Tony Hawks Pro Skater clones), the Simpsons spin 
that EA puts on Crazy Taxi ends up being okely- 
dokely. The appeal of CT is reckless driving, and 
things get really reckless when you put over a dozen 
different Simpsons characters behind the wheel. 
You can play as Bart, Homer, Flanders, Krusty, 
Groundskeeper Willie and many others, and you'll 
be able to pick up just about every recurring charac¬ 
ter from the show. The coundess one-liners voiced 
by the original cast are laugh-out-loud riots, and the 
bold graphics and well-designed levels (loaded with 



Gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaaaaaaaaal! 
EAs FIFA soccer games have always kept the graph¬ 
ics and footwork fancy, and the 2002 GCN entry is 

game when it comes to FIFA Soccer 2002—the 
graphics are lifelike, and the player animations are 
smooth and natural. Equally stunning is the dual 
color commentary, which seamlessly strings 
together on-the-fly play-by-plays without ever 
skipping a beat or sounding choppy. The music half 
of the sound depar 1 1 
ing popular club a 

Footballers will j 
able controls, inclu 

your pass. Extras, including the Creation Cen¬ 
ters player editor and the funny FIFA Outtakes 
reel (which features a montage of virtual 
mishaps similar to the faked "bloopers” at the I 
end of Toy Story and A Bugs Life) will remind you I 
that the game isn’t just serious about realism. It’s * 

big with spot-on sports sim action. 

COMMENTS: George—We’ve come to expect a 
lot of play modes and realism from EA Sports 
games, and FIFA Soccer 2002 delivers on that end 
with the best of them. It also features the best sports 

: of FIFAs manage 

ic and lots of fun. The 
atched. Chris—FIFA 
rement on all fronts: 
ol, game balance and 

-This franchise rocks. 

t people’s idea of an appealing day 

COMMENTS: ire's setup is similar to The Rugrats in 
/ie for the N64, and, aside from some 
backlot backdrops, the character and 
cs are N64-quality, too. Though the 
rith so-so play control, it excels with 

-I like the concept, not the 
ecution. Jason—It’s oddly appropriate that you're 
warded with points for merely sitting through the 
aterWorld cinema sequence. Since gaming should 
an active experience, it makes you wonder what 

I got left on the cutting-room floor when a 
■*•^1 passive minigame like that is included. 

use them. I don’t want to shake hands 



The Nintendo GameCube gets its first taste of baseball 



VIOLENCE 

GAME BOY advance 



CRAZY TAXI 

The Lord of the Jungle’s adventure is a primal scream to the extreme 

COMMENTS: Scott 
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CTT*. The sleuthing star of books and TV lands 
\+.*» in a fittingly smart GBA whodunit that 

plays like an old-school point-and-click 
adventure. Conversations vary depending on the 

roam the mansion! clicking on items in the fixed 
(and detailed) backdrops to uncover clues and play 

andy •ft'tr'tcfr 
chris irkit 
jason -fr'A-dr'A 

SCOTT ☆☆☆☆ 
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4mm Four single-player game modes: CLEAR, PUZZLE, RESCUE 
and MARATHON mode \ 
Three multiplayer game modes: (Hk]iiii|lpgif§j | 
ATTACK. SCORE and RESCUE mode HBBMB I 
Up to 200 levels of challenging Ir 

AAidunxy's 

GREATEST 

1 Defender Defend the planet from ravenous space alien: 
Take to the air on your winged bird of prey in 
Destroy hordes of marauding mutant robots 

I GREATEST 

Race 10 different speed machines through 14 tracks 
Three gameplay modes - Cruis'n Cup, Championship 
and Freestyle mode ■«* - 
Game Link® Cable support lets X 
you challenge up to four of 

MIDWAY 





:ighting Masterpieces 

Soy* Advance System. 

GAME BOY advance 
CAPCOM 
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MILD VIOLENCE 



CASTING CALL 

CHRIS: ©<§>#@@®#©@® JENNI: 

DREW: SCOR 

|S3| Early Childhood u 

H Everyone ffll m Rating Pending 

GOLDEN SUN 
• Nintendo (5 Readers’Average Score 

***** 

r^ii^i 
it*. ' - M .5R. £ see Now Playing 
r Jk- v.150 tor more info 

■?! Q ■ 
LUIGI'S 
MANSION s Readers' Average Score 

**** 

"•I.ip 
m1|UM( see Now Playing 

, [ «•150 m“re in*o 1 
SSX TRICKY 
•EA 

Readers' Average Score 

***** 

X. - ! see Now Playing IjPg #'151,0'm0,ein,° 1 
STAR WARS ROGUE 
SqUADRON II: 
ROGUE LEADER 
• LucasArts 

Readers' Average Score =: Jlft 

'*"***** i 
SUPER 
MONKEY BALL 

Readers' Average Score 

Rj Mild Violence 1 
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THE ONUV N^A ^A\\E 

AVATtA^U Fo«. THE 
^-A\\E &oy® A»VAN^.E 

£? Over 140 NBA Superstars 
featuring their signature 
and special moves! 

Unlock secret teams like 

:ade action with 
of gameplay 
the classic 
1-0-R-S-E! 
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PlayStation.2 game boy* 

Next Gen Combat uiitti intense martial nits combos 
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you found the 

Ocarina! 

Potato 

Vie Ocarina inspired by the Legend of Zelda* is note available! 

East} to Play — a well-tuned and finely crafted 
musical instrument' 

Includes a Songbook and Tutorial with simple 
finger notation for many songs and fancy tricks, 
plus Lullabies, Serenades and Minuets! 

Made from high-fired Ceramic in 3 styles: 

• Suteet Potato (octave+ i) 

• Extended Range Suteet Potato (octave +4) 
Includes Extended Range Songbook plus Regular Songbook I 

• Raku Pendant Ocarina (with necklace) 

You can also order: 

• Silk Carrying Case 
(padded, w/zipper, handle and 

• Songbook II 
(25 songs from Beethoven to t 

• Dragon Boy T-Shirt 
- (100% cotton, youth M/L/XL) 

- Hear them and order online at 

f !duJuJ,sonybirdocarina,com 

Pricing Info: 

Sweet Potato Ocarina..$39.95 
Extended Range Sweet Potato...$49.95 
Raku Pendant Ocarina..$24.95 
Dragon Boy T-Shirt.$10.95 
Silk Carrying Case.$5.95 
Songbook II.$2.95 

Shipping Info: 

Shipping & Handling.$5.00 
(Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.) 

ered dragons) 
..$10.00 
r delivery.) 

3CMU view W'U/; yajaKH* iu. j 

Songbird Ocarinas I 
4l0AnacapaSt fj 

Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Order loll Free! (866) 899-6063. 



OFFICIAL RULES 

LIFE SAVER! 
Don't forget to save your games. 

A memory Card is needed 
to save your game. 

LOOK FOR THIS 

(Nintendo) 

nintendo.com/consumer/retail/ 
storelocator.html 

»311 prizes are notawarded mttie Ge-Gart Slur j^ 
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